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On the 17.04.2016 the interns and their tutor arrive in Dresden station. Ms Madeleine Diab 

lead the group of students to the Mezzaluna Hotel..     



On the first day of mobility Ms Natalia Kolomiets lead the interns and presented them WBS 

Training AG Center and explained the tasks for the following couple of weeks. Then the 

interns participated to the Safety and Health training and had the pleasure of meeting their 

class trainers. 



The initial 

assessment  



 Visiting the 3 star IBIS Hotel and Gewandhause the 5 star hotel 

of Dresden and practical training activities  

  



Hotel GEWANDHAUS***** while cleaning hotel rooms and preparing breakfast. 

Visiting the bakery and confectioner school in Dresden. There are 400.000 bakeries and 9 bakery 

schools in Germany.  



The German-Hungaro-Romanian gastronomy: preparing potato soup together with our most 

respected internship tutor Mr. Thomas   

During internship classes at the reception of Mezzaluna Hotel together with our interns Kojan Hajnalka 
and Demeter Mátyás 



Visiting the bakery and confectioner school in Dresden.  

There are 400.000 bakeries and 9 bakery schools in Germany.  

Preparing and serving breakfast at the Mezzaluna Hotel Restaurant. 

 

 



Cleaning the hotel rooms and halls. 

Following Bacchus’ steps. Under the tutorship of Lisa Hegemann our interns have discovered the 

unknown secrets of the wine and they have learnt how to serve them, as well. With great curiosity 

the interns have analyzed both white and red wines and served them just like a real professional.  



A visit to Dresden vinery which dates from 1836. The castle belonged to a Hungarian count but in 

1945 it had been bombed. Only 3 years ago had it been refurbished and used again. There is a wine 

factory and a showroom.   

In the vineyard Showroom 

Quick test 
about the wine 

Wine taste 



The last day of  activity the interns took a final assessment test under the supervision of professor Thomas 

Kleinrensing. The internship mentor Ms Madeleine Diab and the internship professor Thomas Kleinrensing who 

represented the assessment committee have evaluated the interns’ performance thus giving them feedback.     



Cultural activities during the mobilities 



THANK YOU! 

Teacher: Ms. 
FODOR KATALIN  


